Firenock Review by Randy Wildasin, 9th September 2008
Firenock GSH (GS)

This year my friends will tell you that I have
been a lighted nock test bed for every single one that
exists on the market and I have learned a lot and
currently only use one brand of lighted nock and you
guessed it; the FIRENOCK.

At that point I will have a full dozen with lighted
Firenocks and the other dozen with the practice nocks
on. Hopefully as soon as I get some video of an actual
hunting situation using them I will pass that along as
well.

I had used Lumenocks to start and while they are
OK I developed a callus on my thumb and pointer
finger from wiggling the Lumenock to shut it off. I had
multiple failures where I had I guess slid it out to far
and the nock did not depress all the way to turn it on
or I pulled it out and it would light back up because I
had not pulled it far enough. Hassle is all I got.

Once again thanks for building a quality product
and making hunters feel like there is actually a
product out there that you can feel like you got your
money’s worth when you bought it. I just wish it
would not have cost me a couple hundred bucks to
find that out ;)
Thanks,

Then I tried tracers and it was much of the same
as there was magnet to mount and they were Randy Wildasin
extremely dim from what I had used and after about Technical Service Engineer
30 arrows the magnet went into the woods and nocks NET TAC
into the trash can.
However with the Firenock it consistently lit and
provided the best results that I could have hoped for. I
will continue to buy Firenocks and will be buying six
more as soon as the new dozen arrows I have being
built are done.

